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Abstract—To improve the energy efficiency (EE) of an or-
thogonal frequency-division multiple access system with multiple
transmit antennas supporting multiple single-receive-antenna
users, we propose an EE-aware multiple access (EMA) scheme.
The EMA selects an energy efficient channel access method that
is either time-division multiple access (TDMA) or space-division
multiple access (SDMA) for each subband. For the SDMA, the
near optimal number of SDMA time slots is derived. Numerical
results verify that the EE of pure TDMA and SDMA can be
significantly improved through the proposed EMA scheme.

Index Terms—Energy efficiency, channel access method, mul-
tiple access method, TDMA, SDMA, OFDMA.

I. I NTRODUCTION

ENERGY efficiency (EE) of a multiuser (MU) communi-
cations can be defined variously [1]–[7]. With per-user

achievable rateRu, outageǫu, and power consumption (PC)
Pu, the MU EEs are defined, for example, as follows:

• EE1 = E((1− ǫu)Ru/Pu): average per-user EE [1], [2].
• EE2 = E((1 − ǫu)Ru)/E(Pu): network EE [3]–[7],

whereu is a user index. For a single user (SU) communi-
cations,EE1 = EE2. Contrary to an SU communications, in
which the quasiconcavity of EE over an achievable rate is
well defined [2], [3], [8], the trend (shape) of the MU EEs
over the rate is unclear. It is, however, obvious that overhead
PC reduction sustaining the communications performanceǫu
generally improves the MU EEs. Since the PC of MU com-
munications depends on multiple access (MA) methods, such
as a time division multiple access (TDMA) and a zero-forcing
(ZF)-based space-division multiple access (SDMA), the MU
EE also depends on the MA methods. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no priory work has considered the MU EE
with respect to the MA methods.

In this letter, we study the MU EE of TDMA and SDMA
for MU multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) orthogonal
frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) downlink com-
munications. Precisely, we considerEE2 with a feasible target
rate constraint. For a given frequency band, the TDMA sup-
portsK users usingK TDMA time slots, while the SDMA
can do with less thanK SDMA time slots to support theK
users by compromising the PC. Transmission with the different
number of time slots consumes different amount of energy.
This observation motivates us to propose an EE-aware MA
(EMA) method that finds an EE-aware number of SDMA time
slots and selects either SDMA or TDMA for each subband to
maximize theEE2. Two simple algorithms for the EMA are
devised and their EE performances are verified numerically.
The results of this study hint how to design energy efficient
channel access methods.
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II. EMA SYSTEM MODEL

We consider anM -antenna transmitter andU single-antenna
receivers (users) withN orthogonal frequency subbands.
Denote aU -by-M channel matrix of subbandn ∈ N =
{1, . . . , N} by Hn, whose(u,m)th elementhum is channel
gain between the transmit antennam ∈ M = {1, . . . ,M}
and useru ∈ U = {1, . . . , U}. The channel is assumed to be
static forT slots and vary in everyT slots independently, i.e.,
a quasi-static channel with coherence timeT . Each subband
n supportsK users whereK ≤ T = ⌈U/N⌉. Throughout the
paper, we assume thatKN ≥ U and a scheduling function
π(n) = Un assigns useru ∈ Un to subbandn.

The EE of an EMA system is defined as

EE2 =
UR

c
∑

n∈N Ptx,n +max{Ln}Pfix
, (1)

whereR is a fixed target rate of each user, which implicitly
involves anequality rate constraint, i.e.,R = (1 − ǫu)Ru,
and is always feasible with allowing unlimited transmit power
and ideal coding and decoding for each subband (user)1; c
represents system inefficiency (c > 1) that is caused by
overhead PC at RF circuits;Ptx,n is transmit power on
subbandn; Pfix is the fixed PC per time slot;Ln is the number
of time slots used for transmission on subbandn; andmax{·}
follows the fact that an RF chain should be turned on if there
is at least one time slot to be transmitted over any subband.

The EE-aware method maximizingEE2 with an equality rate
constraint is also optimal for EE maximization problem with
an inequality rate constraint in a certain case2. Furthermore,
the equality rate constraint is reasonable in practice whenwe
consider a capability-limited receiver that cannot recover a
rate higher than the target due to the predesigned hardware
limitation. We defer an MU EE maximization with inequality
rate constraint to further work.

In (1), the first term of the denominator is a transmit
power dependent (TPD) PC term and the second term is a
transmit power independent (TPI) PC term3. The MA mode
affects significantly the TPD and TPI terms and the system
EE in (1). For example, TDMA activates allT time slots
always, resulting in the high TPI PC, which may decrease EE

1Finding an optimal tradeoff between EE and frequency diversity using
multiple-subband allocation to a user is out of the scope of the letter.

2Let us illustrate with SU EEs. Suppose that there is no rate constraint and
an optimal (maximum) SU EE (u = 1), denoted byEE∗, is achieved with
R∗

1 and P ∗

1 . Herein, we now consider aninequality rate constraint with a
target rateRtgt, i.e., R1 ≥ Rtgt. The optimality of the EE maximization
with an equality rate constraint, i.e.,R1 = Rtgt, depends on howRtgt is
compared toR∗

1 . If Rtgt ≥ R∗

1 , the optimal EE is achieved atRtgt due
to the quasiconcavity of the SU EE; therefore, solving the EEmaximization
with an equality rate constraint also provides the optimal EE. If Rtgt < R∗

1 ,
the inequality rate constraints allows higher EE than the equality constraint.

3Signal processing related PC is assumed to be relatively smaller than TPD
andPfix, and thus, it is discarded from the TPI model.
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significantly when TPI is dominant (see Fig. 2(c) whenPfix is
large). On the other hand, SDMA can reduce the number of
time slots, i.e., TPI PC, by increasing the achievable rate for
each time slot with higher TPD PC. This observation motivates
us to propose an MA selection method between TDMA and
SDMA, i.e., an EMA, for each subband4.

Since the SDMA can be implemented with1 ≤ Ln ≤ T
time slots,(T +1)N MA candidates including TDMA should
be tested to find the optimal MA configuration maximizing
(1). The combinatorial search for the optimal EMA requires
O(TN ) time complexity and it can be a burden of the
transmitter whenT or N is large. In the next section, we
derive the PC of TDMA and SDMA precisely and propose
two suboptimal EMA algorithms.

III. PROPOSEDEMA A LGORITHMS

We find a near-optimal EMA that maximizes thelower
bound of EE in (1), which is equivalent to maximize an EE
per subband and realized by minimizing PC per subbandn
defined as

PCn , cPtx,n + LnPfix. (2)

To determine an MA for each subband, we derive theminimum
PC of (2) that achieves (guarantees)R for any user in a TDMA
or SDMA mode, and propose two EMA algorithms.

A. PC of TDMA with SU Beamforming

We first derive the PC of TDMA (with OFDMA). The
received signal at TDMA useru is modeled as

yu = hr
ubu

√
puxu + vu, ∀u ∈ U , (3)

where the channel vectorhr
u is the uth row vector ofHn;

the SU beamforming vectorbu is anM -dimensional column
vector that is defined as the complex conjugate of the channel
vector, i.e.,bu = hr,∗

u ; pu is a power control factor for useru;
andvu is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at useru
that obeys a zero-mean complex normal distribution withσ2

variance, i.e.,vu ∼ CN (0, σ2).
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of TDMA useru is then

derived from (3) bypuguσ−2, ∀u ∈ U , where pugu =
pu

∑

m∈M |hum|2 is the effective channel gain via the beam-
forming. To satisfy the target rateR of useru through the sub-
band with bandwidthΩ, i.e., to fulfill Ω log2(1+puguσ

−2) ≥
R, the power control factorpu is lower bounded as

pu ≥ σ2
(

2
R

Ω − 1
)

g−1
u , ∀u ∈ U . (4)

Therefore, the minimum transmit power achievingR is derived
for the TDMA useru as

PTDMA
tx,u =min

{

‖bu‖2pu
}

=gu min{pu} = σ2
(

2
R

Ω −1
)

. (5)

SinceK users are supported throughK time slots, the PC in

4The TDMA (SDMA) can be interpreted as frequency resource allocation
with time orthogonality (overlap), which is implementablethrough the inter-
play between physical and medium access control layers in communications.

(2) is derived for the TDMA as follows:

PC
TDMA
n = c

∑

u∈Un

PTDMA
tx,u +KPfix

= cKσ2
(

2
R

Ω − 1
)

+KPfix.

(6)

B. PC of SDMA with ZF-MU-MIMO

Next, the PC of SDMA (with OFDMA) is derived. By using
Ln SDMA time slots (1 ≤ Ln ≤ T ), each subbandn supports
the sameK users as the TDMA users based onπ(n) = Un for
fair comparison with TDMA. For a ZF-based MU-MIMO, we
assume thatM ≥ K (refer to e.g., [9] and references therein).
TheK-by-1 received signal column vector is then written for
theK users allocated to subbandn as

yn = GnWn

√

Qnxn + vn, (7)

where theK-by-M MU-MIMO channel matrixGn consists
of K row vectors that are extracted from theuth row of Hn,
u ∈ Un; the M -by-K ZF-MU-MIMO precoding matrixWn

is the pseudo-inverse ofGn; the power control matrixQn

is aK-by-K diagonal matrix whosekth diagonal elementqk
controls useru’s transmit power; andxn andvn areK-by-1
signal and AWGN column vectors, respectively. Noting that
the channels are static withinLn ≤ T slots, to satisfy the
target rateR of useru ∈ Un with Ln SDMA slots through
Ω, each user should achieve at leastR/Ln rate in each slot,
i.e., Ω log2(1 + quσ

−2) ≥ R/Ln, wherequσ−2 is the SNR
of SDMA useru derived from (7). To this end,qu is lower
bounded as

qu ≥ σ2
(

2
R

LnΩ − 1
)

, ∀u ∈ Un, (8)

and the minimum required transmit power for achievingR/Ln

on subbandn is derived for one SDMA time slot as follows:

PSDMA
tx,n = min

{

∑

m∈M

∥

∥

∥
wr

mn

√

Qn

∥

∥

∥

2
}

=
∑

m∈M

σ2
(

2
R

LnΩ − 1
)

‖wr
mn‖2

= σ2
(

2
R

LnΩ − 1
)

‖Wn‖2F ,

(9)

where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix. SinceLn

SDMA time slots are used to support theK users, the PC in
(2) is derived for the SDMA as (1 ≤ Ln ≤ T )

PC
SDMA
n = cLnP

SDMA
tx,n + LnPfix

= cLnσ
2
(

2
R

LnΩ − 1
)

‖Wn‖2F + LnPfix.
(10)

C. Fine-EMA Algorithm

To find the optimal MA for subbandn, we need to
comparePCTDMA

n in (6) andPC
SDMA
n ’s in (10) for Ln =

1, . . . , T , which requiresO(TN) time complexity. Precisely,
one-dimensional line search is requiredN times. To further
reduce the complexity for largeN , which is typical with an
OFDMA system, we find the closed form near-optimal number
of SDMA slots for each subbandn, denoted byLo

n, through
the relaxation of the integerLn. For subbandn, we first relax
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the integerLn to a floating valueℓn in (10), and get a convex,
differentiable objective function overℓn as

f(ℓn) = cℓnσ
2
(

2
R

ℓnΩ − 1
)

‖Wn‖2F + ℓnPfix. (11)

Next, we find the minimizerℓ∗n, which makes the first deriva-
tive of f(ℓn) with respect toℓn be zero, as follows:

ℓ∗n =
R ln 2

Ω
(

W

(

1
exp(1)

(

Pfix

c σ2‖Wn‖
2

F

− 1
))

+ 1
) , (12)

where exp(·) is an exponential function andW(·) ≥ −1
denotes the upper branch of Lambert W function, which
satisfiesz = W(z)eW(z). From (12), we finally obtain the
near-optimal SDMA slot lengthLo

n that is the nearest integer
to ℓ∗n and satisfies1 ≤ Lo

n ≤ T .
After finding Lo

n, we comparePCTDMA
n and PC

SDMA
n to

determine MA on subbandn. Since only one pair of compar-
ison is required for each subband, the complexity is reduced
to O(N). The MA selection policy of EMA is designed by
comparingPCTDMA

n andPCSDMA
n as follows:

EMAn =

{

SDMA, if ‖Wn‖2F ≤ ξn,

TDMA, otherwise,
(13)

whereξn is derived from ‘PCTDMA
n ≥ PC

SDMA
n ’ as

ξn =
(T − Lo

n)Pfix

cLo
nσ

2(2
R

Lo
n
Ω − 1)

+
K
(

2
R

Ω − 1
)

Lo
n

(

2
R

Lo
n
Ω − 1

)

. (14)

From (13), we obtain some Lemmas of interest as follows.
Lemma 1: SDMA is preferable as the target rateR increases.

Proof: Since ξn in (14) is a monotonically increasing
function overR, while ‖Wn‖2F is independent ofR, largerR
increases the probability to select SDMA in (13).

Lemma 2: SDMA is preferable if the TPI term is dominant.
Proof: The proof is straightforward to show thatξn in

(14) increases monotonically overPfix whenLo
n < T .

Lemma 3: SDMA is preferable if the singular values of an
MU-MIMO channel matrix are large.

Proof: The aim is to show that‖Wn‖2F decreases while
ξn increases as the singular values increase in (13). Since
‖Wn‖2F = ‖G−1

n ‖2F =
∑M

m=1 γ
−2
mn where γmn is the mth

singular value ofGn, ‖Wn‖2F decreases as the singular values
increase, resulting in the reduction ofLn because the Lambert
W function is an increasing function in (12). The fact thatξn
increases asLn decreases completes the proof.

Corollary 1: SDMA is preferable if an MU-MIMO channel
matrix has a larger condition number (well-conditioned).

Proof: From Lemma 3 and the fact that
∑M

m=1 γ
−2
mn ≤

M
minm γ2

mn

, it is straightforward to complete the proof.
Since we get an individual EMA for eachn, this EMA

algorithm is called a fine-EMA algorithm. An example of the
fine EMA with N = T = 16 is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). To
guarantee EE improvement, we further compare the EE of a
pure TDMA that uses TDMA for all subbands and the EE
of the fine EMA, and determine the MA that achieves the
higher EE. The pseudo-code of the fine-EMA algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

{Lo
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time slot
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(b)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed EMA. a) Fine-EMA algorithm: SDMA
with 1 ≤ Lo

n
≤ T or TDMA for each subband. b) Coarse-EMA algorithm:

SDMA with 1 ≤ Lo ≤ T or TDMA.

Algorithm 1 : Fine-EMA algorithm.
1. Setup: allocate users based onπ(n) = Un, i.e., conventional

TDMA with OFDMA.
2. for n = 1 : N do
3. ComputeLo

n
from (12) for subbandn.

4. EMA for subbandn based on (13).
5. end for
6. Select either pure TDMA or fine EMA.

D. Coarse-EMA Algorithm

To further reduce the complexity, we consider a coarse-
EMA algorithm that selects either pure TDMA or SDMA for
the whole subband. The total PC of SDMA for all subbands
is defined from (10) as

f({Ln}) = c
∑

n∈N

Lnσ
2
(

2
R

LnΩ − 1
)

‖Wn‖2F +max{Ln}Pfix,

(15)
and the optimal{L∗

n} can be found from the Lemma 4.
Lemma 4: The optimalLn’s that minimize (15) are identical

to one another, i.e.,L∗
n = L∗, ∀n ∈ N .

Proof: From the facts that the functionfn(x) =
anx(2

b/x − 1) is convex andan > 0, we can readily show
thatL∗

n = L∗, ∀n (details are omitted).
The Lemma 4 allows one-dimensional line search from1 to T
to find L∗ optimally, which requiresO(T ) time complexity.

Following the relaxation and optimization for the fine-EMA
problem, we also obtain the closed form near-optimalLo and
the coarse EMA, which requiresO(1) time complexity. Firstly,
for Lo, we getℓ∗ by substituting

∑

n∈N ‖Wn‖2F for ‖Wn‖2F
in (12). Secondly, we getξ instead ofξn in (14) by replacing
Lo
n and K with L and U , respectively. Finally, we get an

coarse EMA from the comparison of
∑

n∈N ‖Wn‖2F with ξ
in (13). From the numerical result, which is omitted in the
paper, we observe thatLo = L∗. Hence, we useLo for the
coarse-EMA algorithm as summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 : Coarse-EMA algorithm.
1. Setup: the same as the setup in Algorithm 1.
2. Find L

o from (12)
3. Select either TDMA or SDMA based on (13)

The example of the coarse-EMA method is illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). The coarse EMA is relevant to the case when the
TPI term is dominant compared to the TPD term (see Fig. 2(c)
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whenPfix is large). This is because all SDMA slots overN
take the same number of slots, which can reduce adaptively the
dominant TPI term. Poor EE is, however, expected if the TPD
term is dominant (see Fig. 2(c) whenPfix is small), because
the coarse allocation looses a chance that reduces the dominant
TPD term of a particular subband by using TDMA.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

We assume that the channel is Rayleigh fading with zero
mean and unit variance, i.e.,hum ∼ CN (0, 1). For the
transmit antenna correlation, we apply a correlation matrix
with a correlation factor0.3 [10]. A noise variance is defined
such that each received antenna achieves20 dB SNR, i.e.,
σ2 = 0.01. The overall bandwidth is10MHz. We set the
overhead PC parameter asc = 5.26 [8], [11].

In Fig. 2(a), to compare the proposed EMA algorithms
with the optimal EMA strategy, we evaluate the EEs for
a small-size system withM = T = 3 and N = 4.
As mentioned previously, fine- and coarse-EMA algorithms
reduce significantly the complexity of optimal strategy from
O(TN ) to O(N) andO(1), respectively. At the same time,
as shown in Fig. 2(a), the optimality loss is negligible (avg.
0.3/4.1% and max.2.1/19% for fine/coarse-EMA) for various
Pfix. From the results on the small-size system, we surmise that
the proposed fine- and coarse-EMA algorithms work properly
for a large-size system without significant performance loss
compared to the optimal EMA.

In Figs. 2(b)–(d), we show the EE of a larger-size system
with M = 20, T = 20, N = 30, andU = 600. The ‘SDMA’
is an EE-aware SDMA that selects only SDMA withLo. In
Fig. 2(b), EE is evaluated overR with Pfix = 45 dBm and the
Lemma 1 is verified. Fig. 2(c) shows EEs overPfix with R =
1Mbps and verifies Lemma 2. As pointed out in Section III-D,
the EE improvement of coarse EMA compared to TDMA is
marginal whenPfix is small, i.e., when TPD is dominant. Fig.
2(d) shows EEs withPfix = 45 dBm andR = 1Mbps and
verifies Lemma 3. Here,µ is a weight to adjust the singular
values of channels asµγmn, ∀m ∈ M and ∀n ∈ N . In
general, the proposed fine EMA can effectively improve the
EE with low complexity, regardless of the target rates, PC
models, and channel conditions.

V. CONCLUSION

In the letter, we have proposed an energy efficiency (EE)-
aware multiple access (EMA) method. Based on the required
power consumption to achieve the fixed feasible target rates,
the EMA chooses either a time-division multiple access or an
EE-aware spatial-division multiple access (SDMA) for each
subband. For the EE-aware SDMA, near-optimal number of
SDMA slots has been analytically derived. It has been shown
that the SDMA is most likely selected i) if the target rate is
high, ii) if the transmit-power-independent power consumption
is dominant, or iii) if the channel quality is good. Simple
EMA algorithms, namely fine and coarse EMAs, have been
devised, and their impact on EE improvement has been verified
by simulation. The results have provided valuable intuition to
design an extended EE-aware system with consideration of i)a
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the average EE of different MA methods.(a) M =

T = 3, N = 4, U = 12, and Pfix = 45dBm. (b)–(d) M = T = 20,
N = 30, andU = 600.

scheduling (frequency and time resource allocation) function,
ii) the uncertainty of channel state information, iii) multiple-
receive-antenna users, iv) power consumption of uplink com-
munications, and v) general multiuser EE maximization with
inequality rate constraint and transmit power constraint.
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